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“When you have eliminated the impossible,
whatever remains, however improbable,must be
the truth.” — Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, The Sign of Four
[1890], ch. 6.
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FROM THE ADJUDICATOR

This month's puzzles start with a Jesso-style
Half and Half by St Jude, with plenty of checked
letters to help you on your solving way. Slot 2 will
unfortunately be the last of his stylish crosswords
that we shall see from Zythum, following his
untimely death earlier in the year. Slot 3 will
stir a few memories with one of Jesso's classics
from our dwindling stock of his puzzles. KA's AJ
grid takes a rather unconventional form and will
certainly put your jigsaw skills to the test. In Slot
5, Katydid presents you with a thematic challenge
and Robespierre's Slot 6 puzzle is most timely in
the situation in which many of us find ourselves.
The collection is rounded off by an ingenious
mind-bender from the brain of Zinzan.
The Adjudicator for the month, Betty Siegman,
has provided us with an elegant summary of the
outcome of your solving efforts this month, as
well as processing your comments into the orderly
form in which you see them in page 10 et seq.
Thank you, Betty.
Thank you once again to all contributors, whether
compilers, adjudicators or those working in the
background. Your efforts are appreciated by all
members.
We trust that our members will remain safe
under the various restrictions adopted to save us
from the dreaded virus and its Delta strain. And
do get the vaccine!
Good luck with your solving this month.

August's selection was mostly well received by our members.
Quite a few new and difficult words, but is there any better
way to spend time during a lockdown than with a challenging
crossword? There were quite a few obvious typos, I cannot repeat
enough to please, please use the spelling check in Accolade.
Slot 1: A topical, fun puzzle, in our Olympic year. Very few
errors, AALE and REQUIRM were obvious typos; see my
comment above. Others GREKO, OBELISKAL, MAHMAL.
Slot 2: Again well received. Several members picked up on the
somewhat watery theme. TRADE GAP caught a few. CAMPERCAR
does not fit the ‘leadership’ hint, VAN. Again DISDANN, ASSETT
look like typing errors.
Slot 3: Quite a difficult puzzle, as we would expect from
Pentangle. Congratulations Brian on thirty years of keeping us
on our toes. Some excellent clues, and I’ve just realised that
Brian gave the answer to 1ac in his note at the bottom of the
page. A few dreaded typos again (!!), CHWMISE, ICWLANDER,
LUMBELERS. HEAR, HEIR for HERR. SOPPY for SOAPY gave me
a laugh, I couldn’t agree more.
Slot 4: Disaster has struck here, with XENOGLOSSIA catching
no fewer than 18 members, most opting for XENOPLASTIC.
The judges have allowed XENOGLOSSIC, as it also fits the clue.
Otherwise there were not many others, apart from the ever
present typos, FLUCTUSTING, UTTERANCS. These errors seem
to occur when the adjoining key to the one intended is struck,
so watch this carefully. Members were not impressed with the
change of grid for our popular AJ.

Ian
continued on page 2
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Prizewinner: August 2021 Slots 1-5 correct: Jean Barbour. Congratulations!
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From the Adjudicator - continued from page 1

Slot 5: Lots of errors all over the place in this. TELLTALE caught several; it is (4,4), two words, TALL TALE.
GOBBLEDEGOOK and GIGABITES were responsible for missed dots; it's always advisable to check the dictionary
(and the anagram fodder!) - I’ve been caught many times with words I thought I knew well. Also BOSH, HASH,
TWELL, TWEIL, EYELAMB, GAMBOL (which the eyelamb does?)
COTM: There were 40 nominations for 14 clues coming from all 5 slots. ACTOR (S1) gained 3 votes, KENDALL (S3)
4 votes and PARTNERED (S4) 5 votes, but the absolute runaway winner was THIRTY in Slot 3 with 14 votes. Well
done, and congratulations Brian. 								Betty Siegman
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Slot 1
Half and
Half
by
St Jude

Prize
$50

Across

Down

1
4
7
10
11
12
13
14
15
17
19
22
24
26
29
31
33
36
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
16
18
20
21
23
25
27
28
29
30
32
34
35
36
37

Stop (4)
Idiot (4)
Hunk (4)
List (4)
Nests (6)
Drug plant (4)
Flat hill (4)
Group (4)
Mythological book (4)
Ideally (2,4)
Clothes not ironed (4-5)
Impudence (5)
Knives (7)
Sampling (7)
Follow (5)
Short-lived (9)
Rappel (6)
Hiccup (4)
Skirt (4)
Imprudent (4)
Ache (4)
Demon (6)
Eject (4)
Iceberg (4)
Dry (4)
Fish (4)

Dry angry duel to the death in private (8)
Introducing two letters about gin (8)
Field drink (4)
French author’s final withdrawal to Russian parliament (4)
Selling on upset leaser (6)
Sneaky attack captured Myanmar currency (4)
Fixes result of 2/3 of 8 (4)
Set out twice to fly (6)
Mother to question type of fabric (6)
Senile people abused odder reds (9)
Tax collector to practice abdication of queen with staff (9)
Edition 9’s type to be trimmed (5)
Discard trench (5)
Age when Latino farm worker lost power (3)
Ear part from deer, mostly (3)
Roiling rate I rig to water (8)
Dandies annoy insects (8)
Strange but excellent spasm (6)
Best at algebra in part of Victoria, for example (6)
Relish dead father firstly (6)
Polish, naked and fit (4)
Angers and wearies, for the most part (4)
Call out: “Go away” and cover (4)
Church recess results from fall from the faith when Latin dropped (4)

For Online entry, submission and adjudication via ACCOLADE click on
ACCOLADE button on www.crosswordclub.org home page.

SEND
SOLUTIONS
TO:

ACC

By mail for:
Slots 1-5: David Grainger 3/19 Lucerne Avenue, Mornington
Vic 3931 or email djgrainger@gmail.com
Closing mail date 24 September 2021

BLANK
GRIDS
PAGE 11

Slot 6: Ian McKenzie 47 Ronald Avenue Greenwich NSW 2065
email to ianmalcolmmckenzie@outlook.com Closing mail date 9 October 21
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Slot 2
Cryptic
by
Zythum

Prize
$50

Across
1 Judged Egyptian military leaders in action (6)
4 Corrupt practices surrounding current
accounting devices (8)
10 Fanatical admirers of steroidal concoction (9)
11 A big piece of cake brought back in a raft (5)
12 Thus French upper class backed possible alien
incursions (4)
13 Colleagues side by side in the garden? (10)
15 Shock troops - horsemen holding unflanked
centre (7)
16 After the end of April, you me and Edward had
sexual desires (6)
19 American fuel mixture serving a function (6)
21 Mourned as leaving graveside distressed (7)
23 Protection for psychiatrist with US charge (10)
25 Hidden by Zionists, a returned ruler (4)
27 Large beer swilled by nonconformist (5)
28 A lovebird disguised in uniform colour (5,4)
29 Local team caught in opening (8)
30 Part of army bearing mortal remains (6)

•
•
•
•
•

Down
1 Iraqi UDI constitution a rum mixture (8)
2 Oriental company number confusion reported in
financial study (9)
3 A mild oath, such as allowed discretely at first
(4)
5 Modest drinking binge before Fulham’s first half
(7)
6 Secret transport with a heel in charge (10)
7 Cluster of bombs destroyed small oval (5)
8 Thin oriental under boxes (6)
9 Headgear in Brest, affected around the end of
June (6)
14 Confused few in North fished for novel (10)
17 Listen secretly hearing first lady’s drink (9)
18 Very attractive party in farming land (8)
20 Information base (3-4)
21 King George eagerly wanting to be pregnant
(6)
22 Union leader more reliable moneylender (6)
24 Steal from bridge opponents in formal clothing
(5)
26 Brief message: “come home Monty..” in part (4)

General
A big thank you for my July slot 3 prize and for another great month of August crosswords. Hilary Cromer
Thank you all for a month of interesting puzzles. Robyn Wimbush
Best wishes to all in lockdown. Barbara Ibbott
Thank you very much for the prize for Slots 1-5. Ann Millard
Two TRAVELLERS appear! Subliminal messaging by the tourist industry perhaps? Ron Jarman

ACC
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Slot 3
Cryptic
by
Jesso

Prize
$50

Across
1 Observe tug from the barbican? (10)
6 Enquires, in the role of King Stephen initially (4)
9 Carried off lady without notice, vigorously (10)
10 Second-class lubricant makes you be angry (4)
12 Reckoned top-class fridge could be better (7)
13 Shown and cut around this time (7)
14 Teen class assumed wrongly the play is finished
in it (4,5)
17 Secures partners without attack (5)
18 Virile Henry in a strange coma (5)
19 Model women the writer lands in periods of
decay (9)
22 Preserve round cold stuff for a war (7)
23 Obtain in meat a description of insensitive life
(7)
25 Mixture the man left a Semite (4)
26 Offer measures for newcomers (10)

ACC

27 Woman runs all the time (4)
28 Drake’s tank blown to bits without cover (5,5)
Down
1 Longing of a wild wife with lust but no energy (7)
2 Slight gravity problem (5)
3 Show the others, or the queen, a tonic (4,8)
4 Finished right late (7)
5 Figure otherwise, without insolence (7)
7 Pointed swimmer back to taws with news angle (9)
8 Slash strong country (7)
11 It’s a scorcher! Fetch round and press (8,4)
15 One hundred annoy in wise profanation (9)
16 Fresh combination of three points (3)
18 Grisly bar came out (7)
19 Brown fellow departing straight from the circle (7)
20 Assailant in Virginia with the German (7)
21 Honoured you, say, in seasoned state (7)
24 Take women out to pinch (5)
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Slot 4
AJ
by
KA

Prize
$50

Solutions begin with the
given letter. Place them
in the grid jigsaw-wise,
where they fit.

A One strange plant (4)

M Harmony with boy’s band (9)

B Approve deal for picture-framing material (9)

N Church areas for new paintings by wizards? (9)

C Mark vehicle with chemical (5)

O Stare at Australian golfer (4)

D Revised edition includes bid for teeth (9)

P Prelude to “Eggs in the Afternoon”? (5)

E Efficient but meddlesome, replacing First Officer with
First Engineer, and including airman (11)

Q Money for a container from Iranian dynasty (5)

F Insects light up theatre area (9)
G Author puts decoration around border (5)
H Laugh at English doctor with horrid, damaged,
swollen blood vessel (11)
I KA digs for organic substance (5)
J Leading judo adherents in Sweden are Buddhists (5)
K Weapon for girl (5)
L Call Mr Hay about bone (9)

ACC

R Change note to deceive model (11)
S Boys finally win the pot (5)
T Destroy the right animal (4)
U Bear and child are stars (4,5)
V Rebuild venue with zeal here (9)
W Extra fish hidden by Cardinals (4)
X Kiss individual returning with new gas (5)
Y Yes Ray, trees were recycled in 2013 and 2014 (11)
Z Last group with unknown money (5)
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Slot 5
Cryptic
by
Katydid
Prize
$50

Across
8 Aloha! Back without article? (4)
9 The Inferno, Circle 8 (5)
10 Blessed unknown replaces article in 8 (4)
11 Paul, perhaps? Regard as 10 (6)
12 Savours accompaniments (8)
13 Get judicial censor, if dishonest (8)
15 In 10 orders round circle (6)
17 Country fellow in dock (7)
19 10, 10 (7)
22 Train with drug around 30 (6)
24 Mellowing circle round setter’s writer (8)
26 Like South-East Asians forgetting one Indian
language (8)
28 Flinch from circle in church (6)
30 Switch notes in 8 to contain (4)
31 32 paces in circle (5)
32 Switch notes in 8 for spot (4)

ACC

Down
1 Tiny 32 sounds below par (4)
2 Buffeted reef wall opposite to 9 (8)
3 Encourages 2 (6)
4 Greek artist used 10 subjects (2,5)
5 Take note: E. coli fell out from small anatomical
32 (8)
6 10: has time in church (6)
7 30 bond (4)
14 30 circle fret (5)
16 Peruvian Tintin loses shirt! (5)
18 Rubbish circle 7 cardinal points rubbish (8)
20 Lift and hang askew a small window (8)
21 Esra rose and left article facing up in magazine
(7)
23 Ace safeguards decorations (6)
25 Cockney skyrocket for 32 (6)
27 Starts to store the old weapons in 30 (4)
29 Sport for 32 in 1! (4)
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Slot 6
Cryptic
by

Robespierre
Prize
$50

All clues are normal. 6 solutions
have a common theme but are
normally specified with both a
definition and wordplay. 4 of these
solutions are neologisms, some
of which are found in Macquarie
Dictionary (2020 Ed) while others
are found in sources such as Urban
Dictionary and dictionary.com.

Across
1 Positions church behind sudden power grab
(6)
4 Bank unmoved after a military incursion (8)
9 Work on epidemic: unknown virus
replicating, exponentially initially (6)
10 see 20
12 Agreed on a regular basis after old joke gets
deleted (8)
13 Insist a lock be returned (6)
15 Knock back bananas (4)
16 Met guy working in foster care (10)
19 Tipsy priest downing drinks will reveal
everything! (10)
20 ,10 Hired scruffy Frenchmen with solidarity
for community protection (4,8)
23 See 3
25 Pet loves being bathed in light (8)
27 Eccentric fellow, harbouring two girls, is a
selfish flouter of rules (8)
28 I am getting sweetener, dropping resistance
to drink (6)
29 Aggrieved complainers pull pin on hard area
(8)
30 Attempts to provoke some toilet-roll
shortages (6)

Down
1 See 7
2 Brassy performer is offensive, grasping bottom in
front of monarch (9)
3 ,23 Sounds just like that Lisa woman, after a beer,
to be a whinger about lifestyle restrictions (6,6)
5 Sought-after fish - for submarine leadership role?
(4)
6 When one day merges into another disturbs
absurdly (8)
7 ,1-down Inept porkies spoil prominent feature
facilitating agent entry (5,7)
8 Unscrupulous operator is retiring, almost severe (7)
11 See 22
14 He is expected to save you from chaos and the
return of endless icy rain! (7)
17 Boring routine sees Penny between the sheets
during work (9)
18 Study repressed by agents backing farm equipment
(8)
19 Hard crud’s on the underside of small mugs (7)
21 Those who lose deliberately snuff it with rest
suffering (7)
22,11 Millenials’ heartless nickname for novel problem
requires kangaroo cartage company (6,7)
24 Workers on this equipment strike all the time! (5)
26 A collection of animals - many start to move in
close (4)

Submit solution via ACCOLADE button on www.crosswordclub.org home page or post to Ian McKenzie 47 Ronald
Avenue Greenwich NSW 2065 email to ianmalcolmmckenzie@outlook.com
Closing mail date 9 October 2021

ACC
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Explanations for Slots 1 to 5 for August. Note: cd = cryptic definition; dd = double definition; rev or <
= reversal; homophones are noted as “homoph” and words from which they are derived may be shown in
quotes; anagrams as anag. if straightforward, or (NNNN)*. “Heads” or “Tails” are first or last letters of part of
a clue; letters forming solutions are normally written as capitals and removals as lower case; hw or hidden =
hidden word. Explanations provided by individual compilers may vary from this format.
Slot 1 Crowsman. Down: 2 (HAM GO)*, 3 A + B + LATTE<, 5 ELBA<, 6 (BAR HIM)<, 7 NU + CLEAR, 8
OBELI + SCAL(e), 9 dd, 14 (re)ACTOR, 16 T(RAV)ELLER, 18 (RE)QUI(RE), 20 COLESLA(w)*, 22 (MEET + UP
+ A)*, 23 LAMINA<, 26 SOON< + A, 27 (zero = O) MEN.
Slot 2 JAXA. Across: 1 DEE(ME)D, 4 A + (BEAST)*, 9 E.S.P + eYe, 10 MINI< + I + TABLE, 11 ALT in BIC,
12 DEGA(s) in TRAP, 13 dd, 15 Homoph “flew”, 16 SU(r)DS, 17 Synonyms, 21 TIme + MORSE + A, 22
heads, 24 TRE(m)BLE + unCLE Fred, 25 Hidden, 26 TOY< in PEE, 27 A + C + A + CI + A . Down: 1 (DAIS)*
round DIN, 2 tails, 3 (VINCE + ED(wards))*, 5 Homoph “bridle”, 6 bRAVe in TELLER, 7 (SELVE)* round AG, 8
dd, 14 (HOUNDS BY A)*, 16 hidden<, 18 PA + ChIeFwItCh, 19 ALS in AREA, 20 R in ASSET, 23 SUM + AC.
Slot 3 Pentangle. Across: 1 10x3 [X x III], 4 LIT ERA + LS, 10 Swap T for E in CHEMIST, 11 tEASE + SIN, 12 dd, 13 M(IN)
ISERIES, 15 R + ADIOS, 16 Swap ONE for ALL in KEN DONE, 20 BR(IT)AIN, 21 RIM in PALe, 24 Spooner “mown barrow”,
26 Homoph “Hair”, 28 Homph “recedes”, 29 POMP + <IE + I, 30 S + PARSE + ST, 31 E in (TASTE)*. Down: 1 T + AC(I)
T + tURN, 2 Homoph “I slander”, 3 dd, 5 TIME* + SIDE*, 6 TEND in tEASERS, 7 ASSAI - L, 8 SAd + NEST, 9 B(EG)IN, 14
(MOTTO)< in BLESS, 17 sLUMBERERS, 18 <RAID + IST + S, 19 AL(ARM)IST, 22 IB(chERry)IS, 23 SO + hApPY, 25 NY +
l<ASS, 27 hIs in cAME.
Slot 4 P-brane. A A + (hItTiNg)<, B BRIA[n] + R, C C + I + R + C + A, D (DICTION RARE)*, E (THOSE)*, F (FLU T CAN
GUT I)*, G (YET COPING)*, H (HAM + STRING), I (INDIG [o] + N + ANT), J (JUMP + START), K (KI [L] OS + K), L (LOCO +
MOTOR), M (S (ESSE) RED RUM)<, N (N<z)ERO, O OP + TIC[k], P homoph “part nerd”, Q QUI + N + S, R hw<, S (SIRE +
D), T (T + Y + R ) + ES, U (NEAT TRUCE)*, V (V + NECK), W hw, X cd, Y dd, Z (SIZE GET IT)*.
Slot 5 Valkyrie. Across: 1 COD+S(W+ALL)OP, 7 ALB< +H, 9 KIt +B(OS)H, 10 C+LAP+TRAP, 11 F+LIMp +FLAMe, 14
F+pADDLE, 17 FIDDLES+TICKS, 21 (DOG-LEG BY BROOK - R)*, 24 BL(AG)UE, 26 T+RASH+E+(R...Y), 29 TALk+L+homoph
“tail”, 30 MAG< + MON, 31 SH+AM, 32 (LADDER)* in BASH. Down: 2 OR+(LIE+S)*, 3 (M+ROTS)<, 4 Hidden, 5 LOCUST
- ST + M, 6 First letters reversed, 7 B(A+T)ED, 8 L in (PHASE +SLY)*, 12 FR+ILL, 13 ADDEr + D, 15 Homoph “ducked”, 16
(BAGGY TIES)*, 18 E(AGE)R, 19 Move S to end of STOOL, 20 AB(B)A, 22 (WEE)* + LAMB, 23 B+ROOKS, 25 hidden<, 26
T+WEE+L, 27 A(R)GUE, 28 MEW HID = HU MID.

Vale Maki Kaji
The puzzles world is mourning Maki Kaji, known as the ‘Godfather of Sudoku’, who has died aged 69. Kaji did
not invent Sudoku - that honour goes to an American who in 1979 came up with its forerunner, titled 'Number
Place'. It’s said that one day Kaji came across 'Number Place' in an
obscure American magazine and spent an enjoyable half an hour
placing numbers in the boxes of the puzzle’s geometrical grid.
“It was a very interesting puzzle, fun to solve and I fell in love with
it,” he recalled. As the publisher of the quarterly Japanese puzzle
magazine Tsushin Nikoli, which he had founded four years earlier,
he set about adapting it for his own readers. Kaji made a number
of significant adjustments and came up with a grid of 81 squares,
divided into nine blocks of nine squares, some of which already
contained a figure, leaving the puzzler to fill in the empty spaces
so that the numbers one to nine appear once — and only once — in
every row, column and block. He named it “Suuji wa dokushin ni
kagiru”, meaning “numbers should be single and unmarried” and it
first appeared in his magazine in 1984. The puzzle swiftly became known by the abbreviation, Sudoku. And the
rest is history...
While Nikoli had an initial circulation of around 500, Sudoku is now played by an estimated 100 million people
every day, making it perhaps the most popular type of puzzle in the world. You can read Kaji’s obituary here.

Donations to the Prize Fund: Len Colgan and
Hilary Cromer have kindly donated their recent
prizes back to the Prize Fund - many thanks for
your generosity!
Corrigenda: There is an error in word length for
#11 in Quiz 8/2021 by St Jude. It should read (7-2).
Missing dots:Julie Crowe earned a clean sweep in
the June quiz Mammaphilia by Child's Play.
Robyn McKenzie earned a dot for slot 1 in July by
her identification of Karting King Martin Hines.

ACC

Join our Facebook group
and discuss anything to do
with words and puzzles. (No
discussion of current
prize puzzles please.)
Search for Australian
Crossword Club or click
the hyperlink
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Member Feedback

August 1: Crowsman (Len Colgan)
• Remarkable effort to feature all across solutions
as sports, especially without significant strain
evident in the down solutions. Ian McKenzie
• Good fun. I took far too long to think of the long
answer. Ian Thompson
• Really made me research all the Olympic
events - very timely and informative! Thank you
Crowsman! Judy Ferguson
• Gold for across! I liked ACTOR but couldn’t parse
TRAVELLER. Kathy Horadam
• Fun theme during the Olympics! Fraser Simpson
• Nice slot 1, with mixture of sports and tricky
down clues. Roy Taylor
• Great puzzle loved clues MIHRAB, OMEN and
ACTOR (though it took me a while to realise one
was not forgotten). Joan Smith
• Nice topical puzzle - haven’t we done well in the
Olympics! Tony Dobele
• As usual with Crowsman, something new Mihrab - qibia!!! Eileen O’Brien
• A timely puzzle. Quite challenging for a slot 1
as you really needed some quite tricky down
answers to determine across answers. Good fun
though. Ulla Axelsen
• Very relevant puzzle for the month. Amazing
how you manage to fit in ALL the theme across
words! Most enjoyable! My COTM was ACTOR!
Bev Cockburn
• I guess that in any crossword Olympics Len
would be in the Australian team! Richard Skinner
• An enjoyable Crowsman. A good start to the
month’s puzzles. Cheryl Wilcox
• So appropriate and great fun to complete.
Glenda Lloyd
• A nice topical theme! Robyn McKenzie
• Slot 1 with a topical twist. Kath Harper
• So timely and great fun! Thank you, Crowsman.
Nea Storey
• An enjoyable start to the month. Anne Simons
• I enjoyed the very appropriate theme. Some
interesting words such as ABETTAL, OBELISCAL
and MIHRAB. Jean Evans
August 2: JAXA (Jack Alexander)
• Nice theme. I enjoyed the clues for TRADE GAP,
BRIDAL and PEYOTE. Brian Tickle
• A particularly easy slot 2 but none the less
pleasurable for it. David Bennett
• Nice to have a straightforward (if slightly watery)
puzzle. I liked SUDS. Kathy Horadam
• I enjoyed the word play of TIMOR SEA. Fraser
Simpson
• Loved BALTIC! William Ryan
• Nice puzzle favourite clue HUDSON BAY. Joan
Smith
• It looks like there was a watery theme in this
puzzle. Ian Thompson
• Strictly, ‘in Africa’ is not a definition for EGYPT.
Better is ‘somewhere in Africa’. Len Colgan
• Enjoyed this - liked 8dn, VICTORIA FALLS. Eileen
O’Brien
• Vince Edwards, aka Ben Casey, now there’s a
blast from the past. Thanks for your watery
puzzle. Ulla Axelsen
• A few bodies of water and another TRAVELLER
made for a nice Slot 2. Thank you! Bev Cockburn
• A minor theme around what; seas, water,
tourism? Richard Skinner

ACC
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Very enjoyable and just loved the clue for STIRRUP.
Glenda Lloyd
ARAL SEA: No longer a wet place! Andrew Meek
I liked VICTORIA FALLS. Robyn McKenzie
Water, water everywhere ... Kath Harper
A good no-nonsense cryptic; thank you. Lynn
Jarman
The traveller from Slot 1 reappears to travel
around the world - but not always in 17 ac!
(CAMPERVAN) Nea Storey
Some very good clues. I especially liked TRADE
GAP & SUDS. Anne Simons
When I read 19dn, I was trying to fit AI (Alpha
India) into the answer, when it was really A[little]l
(Alpha Lima) which immediately made more sense.
Caught out by the font! Alan Dyer
I’m not sure about my answer to 12 across,
TRADE GAP, but I can’t think what else it could be.
Barbara Ibbott
Some great clues. Particularly enjoyed TREBLE
CLEF and PEYOTE. Jean Evans

August 3: Pentangle (Brian Tickle)
• Couldn’t quite understand the clue for which I put
LIBERALS. Hope it’s correct!!! Judy Ferguson
• A particularly brilliant puzzle with many candidates
for COTM. I finally decided on THIRTY. David
Bennett
• The KENDALL/KEN DONE clue is very clever. It took
a while to see that the clue for 1-Ac was X times
III. Sneaky. Fraser Simpson
• Good clues. Liked BONE MARROW and KENDALL.
Roy Taylor
• Thoroughly enjoyed this. I walked around with 1ac
in my head for days, not allowing myself to start
the rest of the clues until that one was in. I had
every incarnation of kisses, eyes, tens, Romans,
the 23rd letter of the alphabet, cross- referencing
23d - what a great misdirection. William Ryan
• Always enjoy Brian’s puzzles (I cannot believe I
have been solving them for thirty years) and this
was no exception. A few sneaky clues in there but
fair. Too many good clues to name them all but my
favourite was KENDALL. Joan Smith
• 1ac THIRTY brought a smile. Tony Dobele
• An enjoyable puzzle, thank you Pentangle! Caroline
Mackay-Sim
• I was stuck on 1A (XXIII) until I discovered that
there is a 13D (MINISERIES) called Twenty! Who
knew? Christina Lee
• Liked MINISERIES, KENDALL, BOTTOMLESS and
ALARMIST in an excellent puzzle. Len Colgan
• Some nice clues here I thought, lots of COTM
material. Couldn’t decide so settled on a different
puzzle!!! Eileen O’Brien
• Congratulations Pentangle - 30 years wow! Sure
have learned some sneaky tricks in that time. Ulla
Axelsen
• A great puzzle full of very clever clues, particularly
the clues for KENDALL, BEGIN, BONE MARROW
and MINISERIES to name but a few! Bev Cockburn
• Lots of great, devious clues. Took a while to see
how 1ac THIRTY worked. Perhaps more typical of a
slot 6. Ian Thompson
• A great puzzle full of very clever clues, particularly
the clues for KENDALL; BEGIN; BONE MARROW
and MINISERIES to name but a few! Bev Cockburn
• Some great candidates for COTM. Cheryl Wilcox
continued on page 18
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Quiz 9/2021 You sure can pick 'em! by The
Eager Beaver.
Hidden in the answers to the clues, either forwards
or backwards, you will find words with something
in common. Numbering applies to the letters in the
clue answer followed by those in the theme answer.
Answers are in alphabetical order of the clue answer
and both answers should be submitted. Send your
entries to Bev Cockburn, 27A Verlie Street South
Wentworthville NSW 2145. e-mail to bevco4@
bigpond.com .
Closing date 9 October 2021. $50 prize.
1 Racket game (9) (4)
2 Sounding instrument (10) (5)
3 Smart female (12) (5)
4 Disguise (10) (4)
5 Clash (7) (4)
6 Yearning for (8) (4)
7 Visually offensive object (7) (4)
8 Misleading belief (7) (5)
9 Honeycombed (9) (4)
10 Woodworking tool (7) (5)
11 Place of shelter (US) (6)
12 Uninjured (9) (5)
13 Red hot poker (9) (4)
14 Languid (old interjection) (10) (5)
15 Loafer (8) (3)
16 Handle (10) (5)
17 Obstinacy (US) (10) (6)
18 Swing (9) (5)
19 Flying horse (7) (4)
20 Balderdash (9) (5)
21 Sex hormone (9) (4)
22 Load again (6) (5)
23 Resin salt (8) (5)
24 White metal (8) (6)
25 Useful (10) (5)
July-2021 Slot 6: Unrequited Love! by Raoul (William
Ryan)
Entries received 71, Correct 50, Success rate 70%.
Prizewinner: Doreen Jones. Congratulations!
Compiler’s comments
Wow. You all know I’m a pretty easy marker – Slot 6, I get
to do pretty-well anything I like. But 21 incorrect entries out
of 70 is pretty heart-breaking. As my mathematics mentors,
Profs. Colgan & Tickle would say, – ‘Answer the question
asked!’ – COLUMBO for COLOMBO – ‘Close, but I want the
capital’ cannot be much clearer – lost most of the dots. A
smattering of SPUNKS, SPINKS, SPENDS, SPANGS & SPINES
for SPANKS – Couldn’t find any way to award these. Same
with ON THE SIDE – RISE or TILE was un-awardable. I did
give EMO for EMU the nod, but he/she had another mistake
– TYPO! Thank you for the well-wishes; as I write this we
are Day 54 of Lockdown, Sydney. During this time, I have
cooked everything possible from my repertoire; made my
own lemon cordial, Arancello, tonic water, Burrata, pickles,
ginger beer; drinking quality, not quantity, and only from
Thursday to Sunday. Trust everyone well, out there. Call me
if you need anything – from a recipe to a horse tip to a Zoom
chat to a photograph of me in my new Speedos (See Resch’s
Appreciation Society FB & IG)
Alleged Explanations – Across: 1 cd, 8 cd - Glenn Close,
9 cd, 10 dd, 11 (SOT + TE) in BED, 13 Homoph “Spanx”, 16
BED< + ON AIR, 17 cd, 20 (STEEPLECHASER - pesetas)*,
22 RIG in (UNITE)*, 23 cd -opening lines by Nabokov, 25
NUB + IL + E, 27 PAR + AM + O + UR, 28 anag. Down: 1
triple def, 2 REIN + SIN, 3 heads, 4 cd, 5 cd, 6 HEART + E
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+ N, 7 cd, 12 dd, 14 (L + A + N + QU) in PAIN, 15 hidden,
18 TREF< + ILE, 19 EYES + POT, 21 cd, 23 (INTERLUDES tense)*, 24 anag, 26 hidden.
Solvers’ Comments
•
I especially liked the long solutions at the top and bottom
of the puzzle and my favourite clues were those for
REINS IN and SPANKS though I thought clue for 12dn
was FAWLTY. Brian Tickle
•
I love the picture clue at 21D. Fraser Simpson
•
Some fun clues and answers. I liked the clues for
FERTILE and DEBONAIR the most. Ian Thompson
•
I’m still blushing… Andrew Patterson
•
Amazing achievement! All of the Across answers relate
to the theme, as well as some Down ones. DEBONAIR is
outstanding. Len Colgan [Prof, I backed the Crows every
week; winning 5 out of 23 is not good maths]
•
A stimulating romp through the weird and wonderful
mind of Raoul. Very enjoyable. Ulla Axelsen
•
I ended up with only six?, so not bad for a Raoul. Tony
Dobele [I know where you live, AD! – R]
•
Thanks for the fun Raoul. Always a bit left field and
enjoyable! Sonia Roulston
•
Can’t believe I finished this, hopefully correct. Loved the
theme. I presume you were after Colombo for 21dn, not
Columbo. Roy Taylor
•
Naughty but nice!!! Judy Ferguson
•
Took awhile for the theme to present itself...and then it
all fell into place. Michael McCabe
•
An enjoyable romp: thanks WGR. I liked the clues for
CARRY A TORCH FOR, SLANG and OLD FLAME. SPANKS
is an outrage to public decency, much like its author!
Andrew Miles [I likewise know where you live, AM! – R]
•
Psychic = Sibyl, Psychochick = Sybil Karl Audrins
[Multiple sources for both spellings of the former, KA, but
a typo let you down… – R]
•
Typical Raoul puzzle that was fun to do. Loved clues for
DEBONAIR and CARRY A TORCH! Beverley Cockburn
•
What fun! So much double entendre. Loved the clue for
TEST TUBE. Nea Storey
•
Love is in the air? If only. The only thing in the air just
now is Covid. Betty Siegman
•
This was such fun! Thanks, Raoul for the entertainment.
Maureen Blake
•
As always Raoul brings a smile to the face. My last one in
SPANGS. I seem to remember from a rather wild youth
that we used to go SPANGING down the highway at 100
mph. But that may not be the “Drive briskly” that Raoul
wanted. [Unfortunately not – R] Trish McPherson
•
Raoul, you are not the Messiah but you are a very
naughty boy. Doreen Jones
•
Ah Raoul, you’ve done it again. But seriously, CICISBEO,
YOOFS? Richard Skinner
•
The unrequited love referred to in the puzzle was,
flatteringly, but, also, unfortunately, me. Raoul and I had
an affair de coeur, long-term, passionate, but you know
how difficult distance relationships can be. It’s funny – I
think me being in prison was tougher on Raoul than on
me. He wrote to me daily. Visited weekly. In those days,
there was no such thing as conjugal visits. R
•
Raoul returns with another amusing and challenging
contribution. The “tiresome individual” in 14 down had
me stumped for a while, but leaving CrOZworld on the
kitchen bench for a few days did the trick. “Pain” came to
mind giving me the answers PALANQUIN and SPANKS to
finish off the puzzle. Jeremy Barnes
•
Quite a lot of lateral thinking! Corryn Anderson
•
Not often we get a clue from a picture! Robyn McKenzie
•
The perfect antidote to a lockdown. I am enclosing a
picture of me, in the nude, as a token of my appreciation.
Michael Kennedy
•
Cheeky? Of course. It’s Raoul! Kath Harper
•
13ac (SPANKS) introduced me to a new usage of the
word (oddly, it was the reference to SPANX that gave it
away). Not often the title of the puzzle is an answer to a
clue. 7dn (ON THE SIDE) was the one that caused me the
most grief. Alan Dyer

...continued on page 15
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Slot 7
Cryptic
by
Zinzan
Prize
$50

The initial letters
of clues, sorted in
alphabetical order
of their solutions,
spell out an extra
instruction to be
carried out before
submitting the grid.
Some words in the
grid may therefore
not be recognised
by spell-checkers,
therefore please
take care before
submission.
Across
1 Let piano firstly entertain (6)
4 Criminal’s passage central to rob a resort (8)
10 The main part of Caesar and what he said in
50CE? (7)
11 Getting upset, snapped tags on (7)
12 Frost formed in experimental centrepiece (4)
13 No wonder book ends strangely - it’s out of
order! (6-4)
15 Substantial leader steps well back when
unrefined (6)
16 Isn’t a replacement Liberal put into office? (6)
18 Endless piece for two should be delivered by
now (3)
20 Shapes arch forms regularly before
implementation starts (6)
21 Strong drug’s beginning to become final focus
increasingly (4,2)
24 Horribly dreads bishops’ posts and those who
receive them? (10)
26 Inside of a telescope, see stars (4)
28 For financial gain, sometimes promise is broken
(4-3)
29 New style scheme embraces one loose dress
(7)

30 I worked with intense antecedents for over a
century? (8)
31 Nana grew odd pieces in country property (6)
Down
1 A triple flip - results originally lower (8)
2 Really thin person’s mother in trouble with cop (9)
3 Rocinha is one left with problem housing (4)
5 Elegant dress languishes originally in stern
relationship (5,3)
6 Terrible pun by Bond possibly, take off scot-free!
(10)
7 Uniform’s forerunner sees bronze disappear! (5)
8 Outfit shielding evil rebellion (6)
9 In their army, stepped through a loop (5)
14 Amenity for Queen’s room next to pool? (10)
17 A road into hell or veneration? (9)
18 Wrong details surrounding old chamber being
widened (8)
19 Necessary bet? Give up and go before the others
(8)
22 Reputed strongman finishes off same song (6)
23 Every one supportive of British seashore (5)
25 Spirit deflated initially by bad omen (5)
27 Tolerate a follower having good musical sense (4)

Submit solution via ACCOLADE button on www.crosswordclub.org home page or post to Andrew Patterson
372 Great North Rd, Abbotsford NSW 2046 - email to mcandap@bigpond.net.au
Closing mail date 9 October 2021
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Quiz 7/2021 Centrally located top spot by
• Another great quiz with both some easy stuff and
Valkyrie (Ulla Axelsen).
some head-scratchers. Good one. Richard Skinner
Entries: 30. Percentage correct 77%
•
Another top quiz, Ulla! Kath Harper
Winner: Brian Symons. Congratulations!
• Nice puzzle, Ulla. Roy Taylor
Results: 27: Warren Allen, David Bennett, Maureen
• Thank you for this testing quiz. Maureen Blake
Blake, Bev Cockburn, Len Colgan, Pat Garner,
• A rather tricky quiz. I reckon it probably took you
Barbara Glissan, David Grainger, Kath Harper, Ian
just as long to compile it as it did for me to solve
Mason, Claire McClelland, Robyn McKenzie, Andrew
it! Thank you for helping me to keep dementia at
Miles, Ann Millard, Andrew Patterson, David Procter,
bay a bit longer. Pat Garner
Danuta Rosendorff, Richard Skinner, Fraser Simpson,
• I had reges for kings so I struggled to get revet
Brian Symons, Roy Taylor, Keith Williams, Robyn
Wimbush 26: Julie Crowe, Ray Gooderick, Julie
but luckily had a rethink! I just realised that your
Leigh, Betty Siegman 25: Doreen Jones, Marian
TOP SPOT was a palindrome as in the answers,
Procter 22: Cheryl Wilcox
and that SHAHS is an entire palindrome.. You are
Answers: 1. Alcoholic 2. Bagpipers 3. Brewery
clever! Robyn McKenzie
4. Candidate 5. Discombobulated 6. Dyspepsia 7.
• Thank you for yet another splendid quiz. Must be
Engaged 8. Firmament 9. Flypapers 10. Greyest
good for the brain! Robyn Wimbush
11. Hullabaloos 12. Imbibed 13. Inconsistency 14.
•
Another interesting one, keep up the good work.
Litotes 15. Multitude 16. Niagara 17. Powwowing
Marian Procter
18. Pronuncio 19. Qualitatively 20. Revet 21.
Shahs or Rexes 22. Skedaddle 23. Thermometer
24. Uninteresting 25. Vox populi 26. Weekend 27.
FRAZ WORD SQUARE 6-13 (Solution next month)
Zenanas
Identical words read across and down in this square.
Adjudicator’s Comments: Thanks to all the people Clues are not listed in order.
who submitted an entry and all the kind words. It
• Compassionate guy sitting in shade
was lovely at the beginning to get letters in the
• Mom and Victor Borge, e.g., recalled frenzied
mail. There were a few answers that didn’t have
woman
the required 3-letter palindromic centre (a couple
•
Arbitrarily agree about new incense
of ‘unimaginative’ for ‘uninteresting’) and some
•
Speaker’s surrendered lawn sign
answers that did have the required centre but just
•
Am entering the second Henley Regatta site
didn’t fit the definition.
•
Physicist cramped between the edges
Solvers’ Comments:
• Lots of palindromic fun! Thanks. Fraser Simpson
• Thank you for the quiz. Nos. 1 and 17 were the
last to fall out. Andrew Patterson
• Thank you for the interesting quiz Ulla. David
Procter
• A nice quiz. I’ve attached my solution. I’m not
too sure about megafauna! Ray Gooderick
• Poor ROD PUPPET didn’t get a guernsey, so that
PUP could join PAP, PEP, PIP, POP. Len Colgan
• Thanks for another great quiz and novel
variation. Brian Symons
• Think I’ve got to the heart of your latest quiz.
FRAZ WORD SQUARE 7-3 (Solution next month)
Keith Williams
Identical words read across and down in this square.
• Thank you for the challenge. Julie Leigh
Clues are not listed in order.
• An enjoyable quiz. Thank you. Ann Millard
• Once again thank you for a very interesting quiz.
• Marilyn Monroe film Kiss Better (2 wds.)
Betty Siegman
• Charge former writers with homicide in the end
• Thank-you for your quiz. I was pleasantly
• Fishy science accepted by needle producer
surprised to be able to able to complete it
• Taking blood pressure, we decline online search
without any difficult searching. Ian Thompson
result (2 wds.)
• So many words following that pattern! Many
• Albatrosses continue, yes, wandering
thanks. Julie Crowe
• September event short of horses and game
Thank you for the enjoyable “centrally located”
opponents
quiz – challenging without being too taxing!
• Net gain affected trigger for the immune system
Andrew Miles
Sol'n WORD SQUARE 6-12
• Thank you for a most inventive quiz. Ironically, Sol'n WORD SQUARE 7-2
#20 caused the most difficulty as I entered
RAJAS confidently as the response to #21.
Masons always were a difficult lot. Ian Mason
• Amazing stuff Ulla, I dips me lid to you. David
Grainger
• Really enjoyed it. Barbara Glissan
• An innovative quiz which took quite a while to
solve. Obviously a pattern began to emerge
which also pointed out several of my incorrect
answers! However, it was a most enjoyable
exercise, thank-you. Bev Cockburn
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Solution to July Slot 7

July 7-2021 AJ by Flowerman (Ian Thompson)
Entries received 42, Correct 27, Success rate
64%.
Prizewinner: Ulla Axelsen. Congratulations!
Compiler’s comments
It was pleasing to see a reasonably high number of
entries and a decent correct percentage considering
the puzzle had so many obscure words. I am also
glad to see that at least some solvers enjoyed the
research. Knowing the names of plants and animals
is an interest of mine and this led me to produce the
puzzle. The clue that caused the most grief by far
was NINOX, the boobooks, which produced a rich
variety of booboos. I didn’t think the wordplay (vote
against (NO) charging (filling) nothing (NIX)) would
prove to be so difficult.
Explanations – A ACCENT + O(n) + R(hythm), B

DRUB< + I(ntens)E, C (A + RR in CATH) + IN + ES,
D (DUMP LOAM)*, E EL around (A + RED SEA), F F +
(STORY* + A) around HI, G (OUR GARBo)*, H LI in
HOLES, I I’M + PAL + A, J J + (b)ELLIES, K (O S(t)ORK A
R)*, L (LESSEN around R) + ODD + Y, M NIT in MOOR, N
NO in NIX, O (m aj)ORCA, P ER in (PERCH ON), Q QU(e)
EN + (w)AS, also a def, R RUS(t) around (COL + A), S
(FEAR IS)*, T T + SETS + E + FLY, U hw, V ACTIVE*
around (y)EA(r), W WOOD + WAL(ks) + E, X (re)X +
(SURE around UN)<, Y anag, Z Z + (g)ORILLA(s).

Solvers’ Comments
• Whew! That was a toughie! Solving this involved
a lot of dictionary-checking! I really liked the
clue for EARED SEAL. Fraser Simpson
• Phew! Lots of new words. The E and O clues are
impressive. Len Colgan
• OMG. Destroyed a Chambers and maxed my
data limit while pulling this together. Brutal.
Andrew Patterson
• A very enjoyable challenge. A lot of new words,
but I doubt I will be using any of them any time
soon. Ulla Axelsen
• This was a huge challenge and I suspect I still
have some errors! Julie Leigh
• I had JOJOBAS and KEELIES for a while till I
worked it out! Always nice to learn some flora
and fauna, thank you. Tony Dobele
• Undoubtedly difficult. There are some strange
specimens, my favourite LESSER NODDY. Roy
Taylor
• Well, what an amazing puzzle. I am in constant
awe of setters. W and N nearly did my head in,
but I think I’m happy with my answers! Many
thanks for the mental workout. So very much
appreciate your efforts. Julie Crowe
• An enjoyable challenge, thank you, Flowerman.
The F clue had me looking for something
starting with F+LOW... for quite a while, what
with its references to “sad” and “bloomer” and,
of course, the setter’s name. A nice piece of
misdirection, whether intended or not. Andrew
Miles
• How amazing to make an AJ using only living
creatures for answers! It took ages to complete
and a lot of in depth research. Beverley
Cockburn
• I am not expecting a tick for this one! A tour de
force from Flowerman. It is so hard to compile
an AJ, let alone one with a theme. Nea Storey
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Quite a bit of research needed but a learnt a lot in
the process. Challenging but fun. Maureen Blake
Very true that a wider range of references were
needed. Every word found was a triumph! Robyn
McKenzie
Well, this one challenged the spellcheck! Some
tough parsing, new (to us) words and a number
of worthy COTM’s if that were possible. A top class
puzzle. Richard Skinner
I enjoyed doing some research for this but am just
guessing R. Ann Millard
Thanks for this very challenging crossword,
Flowerman. I’m still not sure about some of the
answers! Sonia Roulston
This was a great workout and took me to all sorts
of great research. “R” only took me 6 weeks so
hope it is right!! Thanks, Flowerman. Ann Millard
Phew! I thought I’d never be able to finish this
one - some very clever (and challenging) clues.
JELLIES gave me a belly laugh when I got it! Mike
Potts
What a fascinating puzzle and such tricky clues.
So many words that were new to my vocabulary!!
Jean Evans
Wow! Five-six hours, in total, mate. Lot of
things learned. Kept me out of strife, during
lockdown. William Ryan

Solver's comments on Slot 6 July ...continued from page 12

•

•
•
•
•

Cheeky! Don’t get out much so don’t understand
the term “vanilla cryptic”? [Just means “plain
or ordinary” – Adj] Do I want to know!!! Eileen
O’Brien
What a brilliant display of cruciverbalistic innuendo!
I doubt whether I solved all the allusions though.
Frank Martin
Thank you, Raoul, for a very intriguing puzzle. I
won’t be sending you a naked photo, unlike my
son. Laurence Kennedy
I have been accused of having a one-track mind on
many occasions - I hope it has paid off. A quirky
puzzle as always. Mike Potts [Yeah, baby! - R]
Lots of fascinating clues. Loved PALANQUIN. Jean
Evans
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Clue-writing Competition July 2021: Write a clue
for FARTHINGALE (11). Adjudicated by Drew Meek

The three club references have similar definitions for this
month’s word:
A kind of crinoline of whalebone for extending a woman’s
skirt outward from the waist (Chambers);
A kind of hoop skirt or framework for expanding a woman’s
skirt, worn in the 16th and 17th centuries. (Macquarie);
A hoop or framework worn under skirts, esp in the Elizabethan
period, to shape and spread them (Collins).
Formerly vardingale, from Fr. Verdugale, from Sp. verdugado
from verdugo ‘rod, stick’ from verde ‘green’ So if whalebone
was not available the contraption was probably shaped using
green wood.
With such lengthy definitions in the references one of the
challenges for setters was how to define it in the clue. Some
opted for a description of function. With the functional
definition in particular, it is most likely to be only used as a
back check confirmation of an answer assembled from the
secondary indicators. The winning clue this month comes
from Brian Symonds
This crinoline once made a heart fling (11)
The entries are listed in alphabetical order and the definitions,
where appropriate, are italicised.
¼d beer? Maybe, historically, as a skirt hoop is **½
This entry is a charade clue: ¼d is a FARTHING and beer
=ALE. The “?” is not needed for the secondary indicators.
“?” can be used to indicate a cryptic definition; definition
by example; some liberty with accepted conventions or
requirement for lateral thinking. These don’t apply here but
the “?” does contribute to the surface reading (SR), allowing
the second sentence to flow from the first. Historically can
describe when beers cost a farthing & also links to the era of
the definition part of the clue a skirt hoop. While reasonably
indicating the answer, there is something about the overall
syntax that doesn’t read well.
A flare thing designed for women ***½
A semi-&lit clue: the entire clue provides a definition but not
all the words contribute to the wordplay. There is an anagram
(indicated by ‘designed’) of A FLARE THING, It would only
be after this wordplay and checking of the meaning of the
answer that the solver could determine that “For woman”
doesn’t contribute to wordplay.
A small explosion of gas in strong wind under skirt ***
A charade clue where the answer is constructed from Fart
(“a small explosion”) + h (“of gas” = hydrogen) + in + gale
(“strong wind”). The surface reading is sound. IN is often a
container type clue indicator, so this clue (and other charade
clues below) give some misdirection if not considering
the word as letters in the charade. The definition is under
skirt. The setter indicated that writing as two words was a
misdirection and wondered if it would be considered fair.
Ximenian rules that there shouldn’t be misleading spacing.
However, we have seen in CrOZworld INDEED to mean IN
DE-ED. Underskirt is how it is written in Chambers but the
two word format is in use with the same meaning so I don’t
think that is an unfair clue.
At four beers for a penny, one wearing this old thing
could find difficulty in getting through the doorway.
***
This one has a cryptic definition describing a movement
challenge when wearing this item of clothing, particularly in
a rush to get cheap beer! The wordplay is interesting as the
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word “beers” may suggest a plural answer to the solver but
the initial “at” indicates the rate of purchase farthing + ale.
Without the “at” the wordplay would indicate FARTHING ALES.
Emission (gas) in strong wind skirts support ****
This setter had a similar clue construction to that two above.
They have parsed the sentence differently to avoid the
superfluous words “a” and “of” used in the previous clue. For
SR suggests a meteorological event with polluted wind going
round a pylon “Skirts support”. The other clue‘s SR with “under
skirt” as the definition suggests a bodily function.

Hooped frame damaged the Irani flag after centre of pin
was lost ***
Another anagram clue, indicated by “damaged”. the irani flag
are the letters to be rearranged. (lost centre of pin indicates
discarding one of the “I”s in irani) . Irani is the adjectival form.
Solvers might not have baulked at “the Iran Flag” (though the
only country I can think of where the noun is the common
usage is “the New Zealand flag”). However, the letter removal
indication cleverly contributes to the SR, with a missing pin
giving some reason that a frame could damage a flag.
Ill winds constrain husband in design to lift her skirt.
***
This charade clue uses the phrase “ill winds” to collective clue
fart and gale, clued separately in other charade entries. These
go around h (husband) & in. The apparel is defined “design
to lift her skirt” though the SR suggests a licentious plan being
thwarted metaphorically.
It gives skirts shape while maintaining a fair length **
There is a functional definition “it gives skirts shape” It is
designed as an anagram clue with the letters in a fair length
to be rearranged. I don’t think maintaining can be justified to
indicate a rearrangement though the surface reading is good. A
better choice of indicator could have made this a great clue. For
example: It gives skirts shape and a fair length when dancing.
Letting off wind mounted on horse - it makes your dress
expand upwards
The setter withdrew their entry as they realised that G had
been used twice (in fartinG and Gale). However, I hope they
don’t mind its inclusion in the report for discussion purposes. It
was not scored. The problem of the G being clued twice could
have been overcome by inserting endlessly after “letting off
wind”, and this would have added to the surface reading. Club
references don’t have H as an abbreviation for horse, though
the Chambers dictionary of Crossword Abbreviations does.
Horse>heroin>H seems to be the progression.
Small coin Lea exchanged for garment enhancer ****
Unlike the previous charade clues where the small coin is used
for ale =beer, here ale = [lea exchanged ] it for the definition.
Very good surface reading, a brief but clear functional definition.
Sounds like the cheapest possible beer historically
reveals something found below a lady’s waist.**
Historically is directly referring to the currency for farthing +
ale for the cheapest beer. It also refers to the time when this
something under a lady’s waist might have been revealed. The
definition is a much broader category of items than others have
done but would make sense if the solver determined an answer
from the secind.
This crinoline once made a heart fling ****
A simply constructed anagram clue, with a succinct, one-word
definition (the shortest of all entrants). Club references don’t
list farthingale as an obsolete word but the fashion of using
continued on page 17

Len Colgan will add to his contribution to the club as a setter by joining the clue writing adjudication team starting with this month’s
competition for a clue for LIMOUSINE(9). Send your entries to 1 Ailsa Avenue, Warradale, SA 5046 or (preferably) by email
to len.colgan@unisa.edu.au Closing mail date: Friday 9 October 2021. Prize $50. In your email, please leave significant white
space between the clue and your explanation. This allows the adjudicator to try to solve your clue before seeing the explanation.
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Clue-writing Competition ...continued from p 16
them is, hence once. Made is the indicator for the letters in
a heart fling to be rearranged. The SR of someone driven to
act impetuously because of the device is amusing.
Undercover ring exposed when a flare burst over it***
This clue is a charade type, including a partial anagram. Burst
indicates the letter rearrangement of a flare over (around it)
The setter has clued thing by it. While it is the case that a
thing is an it, I don’t think this is a particularly fair clue for
the solver.
Worn hooped framework provided windbreak, helpful
initially in storm ***
fart+h+in+gale is constructed in this charade to provide the
definition. Fine misdirection from the SR suggests windbreak
as a barrier made from the run-down hooped frame rather
than an emission and an item of clothing The problem I see
in this clue is provided. It is the word play that provides the
definition. provided by would be correct but would detract
from the SR. An alternative could have been : Windbreak,
helpful initially in storm, is a worn hooped framework.
Scoring System
		Poor
Definition
0
Secondaries
0
Fairness 0
1
Surface 0
1
x-factor 0
1
Total score Star Rating
1 or 2
*
3 or 4
**
5–7
***

Proper
1
1
2
2
2

Perfect
2
2

8-9
****
10
*****
Crossword Words
(Based on a newsletter by Chris Lancaster, Puzzle
Editor of the London Daily Telegraph)
One of the more pleasurable (if time-consuming)
tasks involved in being the Telegraph’s Puzzles
Editor is solving all of our Cryptic and Quick
crosswords before publication, and agreeing any
required changes with the compiler of each puzzle.
One of our stipulations is that all answers which aren’t
proper nouns should be in at least one of the main
dictionaries we use for checking: Chambers Dictionary
(our primary source), Collins English Dictionary and the
Oxford Dictionary of English. However, new editions of
dictionaries are only published infrequently (the most
recent version of Chambers appeared in 2016, and
there is no sign of another on the horizon), which can
give a challenge when deciding if it is fair for recently
coined words to be answers in our puzzles.

Cr OZ world

The honest answer to all these questions is that we don’t
know. It may be that by the end of the year, nobody will
remember the pingdemic, the word is forgotten and it
will go down as a curiosity only found in history books.
One only has to look back at previous ‘words of the year’
to see that as many are forgotten as become permanent
fixtures in our language.
For instance, looking at past words of the year announced
by Collins English Dictionary, the winner in 2019 was
‘climate strike’. Only 20 months later, I doubt many of
us remember the phrase. The runners-up from that
year also make for strange reading. While they included
‘deepfake’, ‘rewilding’ and ‘influencer’, still well-known
today, ‘bopo’ and ‘hopepunk’ could be made-up words
for all I know.
The 2020 Collins word of the year was, unsurprisingly,
‘lockdown’; however, how many will have heard of one
of the runners-up, ‘mukbang’? Research reveals that this
was originally a South Korean word, and is the name
for an online broadcast in which the host consumes
large quantities of food while interacting with a digital
audience. Well, it’s one alternative to watching the
Olympics. [For Australia, the Macquarie Dictionary word
of 2020 was “doomscrolling”, which appears in its 2020
edition, but which must have been rarely heard since
the article announcing it! See the list of other possibly
ephemeral words at this link - Ed]
Like anything, the inclusion of such words in our
crosswords and other puzzles is very much a subjective
decision. Words such as lockdown and coronavirus are
now with us for ever. It remains to be seen whether
pingdemic goes the same way as plogging, Uberization,
JOMO, dude food, normcore and olinguito: all words
shortlisted for Collins word of the year in the last decade,
none of which have found their way into even the most
recent (2018) edition of Collins English Dictionary.
We thank the Daily Telegraph for permission to publish
this article. Interested members can register to receive
the newsletter by email here .
Till the cows come home
Cows are notoriously languid creatures and make their
way home at their own unhurried pace. That's certainly
the imagery behind 'till the cows come home' or 'until
the cows come home', but the precise time and place of
the coining of this colloquial phrase isn't known.

While this is a question pertinent to all of our puzzles,
it reared its head in a cryptic crossword submission
last week which contained the following clue:
Problem badly impeding onset of confidence (9)
The clue is an anagram of IMPEDING followed by
the first letter of CONFIDENCE, giving an answer of
PINGDEMIC and means a large number of people
being notified by a British contact-tracing app to selfisolate after being exposed to Covid-19. However,
is this fair? When considering this, we need to look
at three things. Firstly, will the majority of solvers
know the word? Secondly, if the puzzle is syndicated,
will overseas solvers know the word? Finally, if the
puzzle appears in one of our crossword books in a
few years’ time, will solvers remember the word, or
will it have found its way into dictionaries by then?

ACC

It is a long-standing expression and the earliest example
of it in print comes from the late 16th century. John Eliot
used it in Ortho-epia Gallica, 1593, which was a French
teaching textbook in which he attempted to "teacheth to
speake truely, speedily and volubly the French-tongue":
"I am tied by the foote till the Cow come home."
It's worth mentioning that this and other early citations
refer to one cow coming home, why the phrase later
migrated into the plural isn't clear.
We thank "A Phrase a Week" for permision to reprint this article
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Not too confident with this one but enjoyed the
challenge. Norma Heyes
Lots of good inclusions and exclusions here!
IBERIS and NYSSA were new; and I liked
KENDALL. Kathy Horadam
A good mix of entertaining, unknown and
downright sneaky. Kath Harper
Seems like you used every type of cryptic clue. If
there was a pattern I certainly didn’t find it. Lynn
Jarman
So many great clues! I couldn’t decide whether
THIRTY or KENDALL should get my vote but
loved the link with Ken Done! Robyn McKenzie
Not too sure about BONE MARROW, so here’s
hoping. Anne Simons
1ac (THIRTY?) is a risk, but I think “Thirty” is an
Italian soapy. Took me a while to find the MONEY
BARROW for 24ac, even though I was sure of the
answer itself. Alan Dyer
Some fascinating clues. Especially liked THIRTY,
BOTTOMLESS and KENDALL. Jean Evans

August 4: P-Brane (Roger Hearn
• Tricky grid. Nice clues. I particularly liked the
clue for PARTNERED. Brian Tickle
• Not so many weird words apart from...
XENOGLOSSIA....thank you Crossword Helper!
Michael McCabe
• Very enjoyable thanks P-Brane, especially the
clues for I, K and P. Kathy Horadam
• I enjoyed the clue for OPTIC with its welldisguised definition. Fraser Simpson
• Some minor inaccurate definitions. DOCTRINAIRE
is an adjective (or a person), and is presumably
defined by ‘regardless’, making ‘adherence to’
intrusive. GENOTYPIC is an adjective, but ‘innate
code of life’ is a noun. If the definition is merely
‘innate’, then ‘code of life’ is intrusive. WERE is a
verb, unlike any part of ‘many past being’. In the
Q clue, ‘are’ is inactive and intrusive, as is ‘he’ in
the S clue. But minor quibbles. Len Colgan
• Slot 4 is my total favourite, thank you so much.
Julie Leigh
• Nice challenge, thanks. Tony Dobele
• A very challenging and enjoyable puzzle!
Caroline Mackay-Sim
• Thanks for the many anagrams, made solving
easier for a difficult grid. Ulla Axelsen
• Not a great fan of this particular AJ Grid. Ken
Davis
• Deadly!I I think XENOGLOSSIA is the most
way-out word I have ever entered in a puzzle.
Anastasia Webster-Hawes
• Very hard to place the answers with this grid.
Liked P clue for PARTNERED! Bev Cockburn
• Will try next puzzles, but not hopeful. Good to
have something else to think of beside Covid19
Norma Heyes
• Initially tricky to work out placement in the grid,
but worth the effort. Kath Harper
• What a challenging grid you gave us to work
with! There was luck involved with the first
answers! Lynn Jarman
• I had to do this one in pencil as I struggled to
fit the pieces together. I enjoyed the challenge.
Robyn McKenzie
• Testing, but fun. Anne Simons
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This was difficult and I had to solve nearly every
clue before I could start fitting in the puzzle. Alan
Dyer
Liked JUMP START, but needed a long think about
the C word. Max Roddick
My favourite puzzle, especially enjoyed words such
as ZEITGEIST and XENOGLOSSIA. Jean Evans

August 5: Valkyrie (Ulla Axelsen)
• Thank-you for not giving away the category by
means of a title. it was obvious once the easy SHAM
was solved. David Bennett
• Some might say “horsefeathers!” to MN = Myanmar
in 30ac, as MN = Mongolia and MM = Myanmar
according to ISO. An enjoyable theme, and great
surface reading in BATED. Fraser Simpson
• Lot of rubbish with tricky clues. Roy Taylor
• Very nicely done. Tricky, but not too tricky. I liked
the clue for PIAFFES. Ian Thompson
• In 30A, I learned something that I didn’t know: the
Mon are a people of Myanmar. Fraser Simpson
• What a lovely theme. Julie Leigh
• Good fun. The word ‘is’ intrudes and is inactive in
KIBOSH. Len Colgan
• What a lot of nonsense! :) Tony Dobele
• Not confident with my entry but I’ve given it my
best shot! Patricia Abbott
• Good to recall great words like CODSWALLOP and
BALDERDASH! Pity they are out of fashion. Eileen
O’Brien
• I’d forgotten some of this “rubbish”! Thank you,
Valkyrie! Caroline Mackay-Sim
• Wow! Well done finding and fitting in all that
gibberish! Bev Cockburn
• I loved this ‘rubbishy’ puzzle. Increased my
vocabulary wonderfully! Cheryl Wilcox
• I wonder why English is so rich in words meaning
“What a lot of rot!” Kath Harper
• The theme was fun, but I think the rural community
of Athol in Southland would laugh and say 1 across
[Codswallop!] to their being described as part of a
city! Robyn McKenzie
• What a delightful load of rubbish! Nea Storey
• I was able to work out the theme early, but still had
trouble solving it! Anne Simons
• The across clues were ‘rubbish’ - absolutely great!
And a few new words in there for me as well - which
I can use for the occasional 19dn, TOOLS that I
collaborate with. ABBA nearly got COTM from me.
Alan Dyer
• The bottom right corner was a real challenge,
Valkyrie! I still can’t parse the clues for TALL
TALE and HUMID (how is MU a retreat?) so hope I
guessed correctly. [“mew” is defined in Chambers
as a hideout and as Spooner clues are homophonic
it didn’t need a separate indicator – Ed.] TRASHERY
was new, and I liked BROOKS and FADDLE. Kathy
Horadam
• The theme was good fun. Jean Evans
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